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The foundry presents an exclusive

residential address on the fringes of The Square
Mile in historic and forward moving London. A
PSGEXMSRIRZMIHJSVMXWGPSWITVS\MQMX]XSXLIÁRERGI
hub of the City, known not only for its strong
corporate ties, but also as a place to unwind and
enjoy the history the city has to offer.
The apartments at The Foundry can be found
on Plumbers Row, E1. There are excellent
transportation links with Aldgate East tube station
(zone1) just a four minute walk away. Bank and
Canary Wharf (DLR) stations are also close by
making the rest of Central London within easy
reach.
Living at The Foundry offers great attractions on
your doorstep - from appreciating the arts at The
Barbican to dining options at the architecturally
stunning and immensely popular Leadenhall
Market. With Oxford Street close at hand, residents
at The Foundry can shop to their hearts content.
And once, all shopped out, can enjoy a show in the
legendary West End.
The building, which is already in the advanced
stages of construction, offers discerning investors
an opportunity to purchase a well appointed
apartment in a fantastic location. The Foundry is
[IPP TPEGIH XS FIRIÁX JVSQ E WSPMH VIRXEP HIQERH
JVSQGSVTSVEXIXIRERXWERHMWTSWMXMSRIHXSFIRIÁX
from the continued investment and growth in the
Financial Capital of Europe.
Through our Turn Key model of investment, buyers
are guaranteed a smooth completion from start to
ÁRMWL3YVI\TIVMIRGIHXIEQ[MPPKYMHI]SYXLVSYKL
the whole process from the exchange, the mortgage,
furnishing and tenanting to ensure rental income is
started from the earliest possible date to make the
experience as hassle free for you as possible.

Introduction

The foundry is designed to attract

those savvy investors who know what it takes to
maximize the return on their money. Apartments are
ÁRMWLIH XS XLI LMKLIWX WTIGMÁGEXMSR ERH GSQFMRI
all those mod cons that the most discerning City
executive tenant demands today.
The kitchen hosts a variety of top-end appliances
that compliment the high gloss cabinetry and
composite stone worktop. The elegant and
contemporary look of the kitchen is achieved
through the inclusion of the Zanussi oven
and Electrolux extractor fan that accompany
the Zanussi ceramic 4 ring hob. A Zanussi
fridge freezer, integrated dishwasher, washer
dryer will come as standard, giving a quality
ÁRMWLXSXLMWLMKLP]JYRGXMSREPOMXGLIRW
&EXLVSSQW [MPP FIRIÁX JVSQ XLSWI HIPMGEXI
designer touches that separate this
development from others. A mosaic feature
wall highlights the array of chrome wear,
such as a heated towel rail. An enamelled
steel bath and a beautiful frameless glass shower
give that all important contemporary look and feel
to the bathrooms.
Apartments at the Foundry are designed with the
greatest care and attention. Time has been spent
considering what it takes to create a delightful
ambiance. With this in mind, each apartment
includes a ventilation system designed to keep
tenants warm in winter and cool during those
hot summer nights. Lighting is fundamental to
achieving the right ambiance, so well positioned
spot lights and down lights allow for a host of
different effects. Ceramic tiles in the kitchen
and bathrooms give a clean, fresh look while the
bedrooms and living room will have carpet.
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The foundry offers a unique experience

SJ S[RIVWLMT JSV TISTPI [LS [MWL XS FIRIÁX JVSQ
investing in London property but don’t necessarily
have the time to focus on the detail. As such, from
the moment you make your decision to buy,
we will be on hand to aide in the purchase
process from the appointment of solicitor’s
VMKLXXLVSYKLXSÁRHMRKERHQEREKMRK]SYV
ÁVWXXIRERX
Over the last 10 years we have successfully
developed key relationships of professional
and dependable people that appreciate how
our model of investment works and, respect
the fact that our client’s expectations on
service are equal to ours.
In additional to helping you with the
legal process, we have excellent contacts
[MXLMR XLI FEROMRK WIGXSV XS IRWYVI [I ÁRH ]SY
a mortgage that ticks the boxes. This comes with
our commitment to handle the application on your
behalf so that the process is as hands free and as
hassle free as you wish. Ultimately, we will ensure
that you are prepared and completion takes place
on time and effortlessly.
We also recommend that clients furnish units to
E LMKL ERH ZIV] WTIGMÁG WXERHEVH XS IRWYVI XLEX
we attract the right tenant at the best rate. Our
experience has led us to Conscious Image and the
design studio of Luke Doonan. We have teamed
up with Luke to ensure apartments are appointed
GSVVIGXP]XSÁXMRPMRI[MXLXLIVIRXEPQSHIP[IYWI
[LMGLHIQERHWXLEXXLIÁRMWLIWEVIFSXLWXERHSYX
and contemporary.

Tu r n k e y a t t h e f o u n d r y

Price List

L] f Y f l a f _    > m j f a k ` a f _
Managing

an investment property is a
specialised and time-consuming business, especially
when problems arise, which is why we rely on
trusted agents such as Jones Lang LaSalle and
Vanet Property Management who have teams in
place to remove this burden from you.
Our partners have excellent coverage in London
and great contacts within the larger corporations
to ensure that quality tenants are found and placed
quickly. Both the management agent and we will be
on hand to answer any query you have with
tenancies as we recognise that this is a vital
part in ensuring owning and managing this
property is hassle free.
Upon completion of the development
we aim to make the units as desirable as
possible from a rental point of view. As such
we offer a complete furnishing solution on
every apartment to ensure that your unit
MW ÁRMWLIH ERH JYVRMWLIH XS XLI LMKLIWX
possible standard to attain the highest
possible rental.
We have teamed up with arguably one of
the best interior design teams in London to bring a
style and character to every unit in the development
[LMGLVIÂIGXWXLIHIWMKRHIWMVEFMPMX]SJXLSWIMRXLI
market looking for a quality property rental.
As such, Luke Doonan of Conscious Image will
LERHPI XLI WTIGMÁGEXMSR SJ JYVRMWLMRKW XS IRWYVI
the desired design brief of a sleek, modern
yet comfortable apartment which is not only
aesthetically pleasing but also provides a complete
ÁRMWLIHPSSOXSEXXVEGXXLIFIWXTSWWMFPIXIRERG]
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The Foundry Basics
Location 
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Local Authority

London Borough of Tower Hamlets

Tenure

111q]YjD]Yk]`gd\
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block and a Tesco store
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